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The current paper considers the question of power bases in the cyclotomic num- 
ber field Q(c), [“= 1, p an odd prime. The ring of integers is Z[[]. and there do 
exist further “non-obvious” generators for this order; specifically we shall see that 
Z[N]=Z[(] for z-[+[‘+ ... i-c ‘p-“r2. We conjecture that, up to conjugacy, 
there can be no further such integral generators, and prove that this is indeed the 
case in Q( 1,). ‘1 1988 Academic Press. Inc 
1 
Given an algebraic integer 8, then Z[e] is an obvious order of the num- 
ber field Q(O). The question arises as to which integers c1 may also 
generate the same order, i.e., Z[a] = Z[6]. Certainly Z[a] = Z[m f a] for 
any mcZ; defining tl, CI’ to be equivalent if there exists me Z with 
a = m A a’, then it suffices to consider only those a up to equivalence with 
Z[a] = Z[e]. By the work of Gyory [4], the set S(a) of such a is a finite 
set, and is effectively computable. The relevant bounds, based on the work 
of Stark, are rather large and impractical for use in specific instances, and it 
seems in general that S(a) is quite small. For example, if 8 is a quadratic 
algebraic integer, then S(0) = {O}; and if 0 is a cubic algebraic integer, it 
can be shown without undue difficulty that for almost all such 8, then S(e) 
has at most 12 elements. (This latter proof reduces to finding binomial 
units in the cubic number field, to which recent results of Evertse [3] are 
applicable.) For an example of a power base determination in a quartic 
field, see Nagell [S] or Bremner [ 11, where a considerable amount of 
arithmetic is required. 
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2 
Let p be an odd prime and denote by [ a primitive pth root of unity. 
Suppose CIEZ[(‘] with Z[a] =Z[[]; then M is of index 1 in Z[(]. The 
index Z(a) of a in Z[[] is given by the formula 
A( 1, a, . . . . !xPP ?) = Z(a) d( 1, i, . ..) cp 2), (1) 
where d’(w,, . . . . 0,) is the discriminant of the set of elements {o,, ,.., w,}. 
Further 
A2( 1, 8, . ..) f?“- ‘) 
=(-1) We ‘)I/’ Normo(,,,o(f’(B)), (2) 
wheref is the minimum polynomial over Q of 0. 
Thus, the condition that Z(a) equals 1 implies from (l), (2): 
Normoc,,,@“(a)) = Norma(ola(G’(i)), (3) 
where F(X) is the minimum polynomial over Q of a, and 
G(x) = .K p-‘+xp- 2+ .” +x+ 1 (4) 
is the minimum polynomial over Q of i. 
Writing F(.x) = (x - a)(x - a?) . . . (~-a~-,) where {ai] are the con- 
jugates of a, then 
F(a)=(a-a2)...(a-a,-,). (5) 
Similarly 
(6) 
and then (5), (6) with (3) are equivalent to 
Up to equivalence, put 
a=h,[+b,[‘+ .-.bp-Z[P-2, bi E Z, 
(7) 
(8) 
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so that for i = 2, .:., p - 1 
By (7), it is certainly necessary and sufficient for o! to have index 1, that 
each qi(c), i = 2, . . . . p- 1, at (9) be a unit in Z[[]. Notice 
4iti) = Sl*(i’h ii* = 1 mod p (10) 
so that in fact the (p- 2) cyclotomic integers qi([) fall into (p- 3)/2 pairs 
of conjugate integers, with qpp l([) invariant under the automorphism 
i + iP ‘, and hence lying in the maximal real subfield of Q(c). In particular, 
it is necessary and sufftcient that certain (p - 3)/2 + I of the q;(i) are units 
of zc51. 
THEOREM. Let cr=i+('+ ...+[ (p-‘)‘2~ Z[(]. Then c1 has index 1 in 
zc51. 
Proof: The qi(c) defined at (9) is as follows: 
The fact that qi([) is a unit in Z[[] will follow from the identity (12), using 
the well-known fact that [‘+ [-‘, r E Z, is a unit of Z[(]. 
LEMMA. 
(where the exponents of c are treated as integers module p). 
Proof: Let 
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so that 
(5 _ ii) qi(() = (c - 5;) + (~2 -f3 + . . . + (p- I)/2 -c((P- 1)/2)9 
=; ‘2; (bk - akj + ?k - Tki) 
=; ‘1::’ (Tk - Tki) 
since ,p=-I’)‘2 ck = CjJzP,‘)12 oki = 0. 
To verify (12), it is therefore sufficient to verify 
;c 
(p-IV2 
(I + “/2a 
1/4ci/4g(ip I)/4 k:, 17k - 7ki) 
i.e., 
= -(i-i’)=i”+““t(,-,,,*, 
1 (P- I)/2 
j a1/4ai14acj- 1)/4 ,cI t7k -7ki)=7(i- 1)/2. 
Now a,, 7, satisfy the relations 
a,a, = a,+, + a,-,; 
and in particular, 
a,T, = 7r+s - 7,-,; 7,7, = arts -a,-. 
arTr = 7~~. 
Using (14), (15), then (13) is equivalent to 
+(a 
(P- IV2 
(I+;)/~ +a(1-i,j4) C (7k -7kr)=7(i-1j,4 
k=l 
and using the second relation at (14), (16) is equivalent to 
-(7 (l+i)/4-k +‘(lpi)/4-k +7(l+i)/4+ik +7(I~i)/4+ik 11 ==7(1-I,/4 (17) 
Now for l<k, k’<(p-1)/2, then ((l+i)/4+k)+((l-i)/4+k’)- 
0 mod p precisely when k + k’ = (p - 1)/2. Moreover, 7, + TV = 0 when 
a+b=Omodp. Thus 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(P- 1112 
7(l+i)/4+k +7(I-i)/4+k)=7(i~1)/4 +7--(i+1)/4. 
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Similarly 
cp- I)/:! 
c (T ,1 + II,4 ,k - 5 , I - ,I/4 + rk 1 = 03 
&=I 
and 
(P-l)/’ 
c (T (l+i)/4- k +zt1- i,/4 h)=o. 
&=I 
Thus, the sum on the left hand side of (17) is equal to 
which equals s,~- , ,,4 as required. 
3 
With a([) = i + . . + [ (pP1”2 then a([)+a([- I)= -1 and so up to 
equivalence the conjugates of a([) represent just (p - 1)/2 distinct elements. 
For a given prime p 2 5, it is thus evident that there are up to equivalence 
at least t (p - 1) integers of index 1, corresponding to <, a(c), and the con- 
jugates of these elements. For p = 3, then [ = a(<), and moreover 5, c’ are 
equivalent; so there is precisely one integer, <, in S(c). For p = 5, Nagell 
[S] demonstrates that the six integers characterized above are the only 
elements of S(c). 
We show here that for p = 7, then again S(i) comprises precisely the nine 
integers characterized above. 
THEOREM. Let <’ = 1. if a E Z [[I has index 1, then up to equivalence 
a = [, i + c2 + c3, or one of the conjugates of these elements. 
Proof: Asin(8),puta=b,[+b2c2+ ... +b,pz{P-2, bjEZ,withqi(i) 
as in (9). Then by previous remarks it is necessary and sufficient for a to 
have index 1, that q2([), q3(c), and q6(c) be units of Z[[]. 
Now the units of Z[[] are of type _+ [“$,q;, m, r, s E Z, with q. = 4’ + t6, 
q, = t3 + c4 (see, for example, Edwards [2, Section 6.91). It follows that 
there exist mi, rI, si E Z such that 
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Since qO, yl, are real, then j”+q,([) is real for some m, E Z. Then 
Pq,(i) = i +‘q;(i - ’ ). (18) 
Writing out the q;(i): 
42(1) = (6, - 64) + i(b* - b4) 
+ i2(b2 + 6, -b, -b,) + C3(b3 - 6,) + i4b, 
qA1) = (b, - 6, + b, - 65) + i(b, - f73) 
+ i2(b4 - 6,) + 13(b2 - b3 + 64) + P( -b, + 64) 
qJ1) = (6, + b, - b4) + (i + i”)(b - 6,) + (i’ + C5Nb3 - b4). 
Consider i = 2. 
From m, = 0, (18) implies b2 = b,; b, = b, = 0; 
From m, = 1, (18) implies 6, = b2 = 6,; b3 = 0; 
From m, = 2, (18) implies h, = b,; b, = 6, = 0; 
From m2 = 3, (18) implies b, = b2 = 6,; b, = 6,; 
From m2 =4, (18) implies h, =b2 =b,; b, =O; 
From m, =5, (18) implies b, =b2 +b, =b, +b4; 
From m2 =6, (18 1 implies b, = b,; b, = b, = 0. 
Consider i = 3. 
From m3 =O, (18 
From m3 = 1, (18 
From m3 =2, (18 
From m3 =3, (18 
1 
‘) 
) 
implies b2 = b, = 6,; b, = 0; 
implies 6, = b, = 0; bz = 6, ; 
implies b, = b, + b5 = b3 + b,; 
implies 6, = b2 = 0; b, = 6, ; 
From m3 =4, (18) implies 6, =b,; b, =b, =b,; 
From m3 = 5, (18) implies 6, = b,; b, = b, = 0; 
From m3 =6, (18) implies 6, =b3 =b,; b, =O. 
The only possibilities for m2, m3 which result in a non-zero CI are the 
following: Cm,, m3, a)= (0, 0, 0, (1,6, isI, (2, 5, 12), (3,4, 16), (4,3, 13), 
(6, 1, c4), and (m,, m3) = (5,2) with b, = b, + b, = b, + b,. It remains only 
to investigate further this latter case (m,, mj) = (5, 2). 
Now 
t5q2(1) = t-b, + Mi + C6) + ( -b, + 2fJ5)(t2 + i’) 
+ (-2b, + 2b,)(i3 + C4) 
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i*em = (b3 - b,)(i + P) + fb, + h, - b5)(i2 + is1 
+ (b3 - b, MC3 + C4) 
qd1) = ( -b, + b, - 2b,)(i + i”) 
+ ( -b, - bd(12 + i’) - 26,(1’ + i”) 
and since 
Norm atr,laC4i + i”) + NC2 + 1’) + c(i3 + 5”)l 
= (a + b + c)~ - 7(ab2 + bc2 + cd + abc) 
then 
Norm i5q2(i) = -hi - 5b;b, + 86,b: - b; (19) 
Norm i2q3(i) = -6: + 2b;b, + b,b: -b; 
+ 7b,( -bd, + b:) + 7b;(b, - 2b,) + 76; (20) 
Norm q6(1) = -b: + 2b:b, + 86, b: - 8b; 
+ 7b,b: + 7b;( - b3 + 2b,) - 7b3,. (21) 
Modulo 7, these three expressions are congruent, so the condition that the 
5”‘qi(C) be units may, without loss of generality, be expressed by equating 
the above three expressions to - 1. 
Subtracting (19) from (20) and (21), respectively, gives 
b:b, + b,(b; - b,b, -b:) + (bj - 2b;b, + b,b;) = 0 
b:(b, + b,) + b,( -b;) + (-b; + 2b;bs - b;) = 0. 
Eliminating b3, 
b,(b, - b,)(b: + bibs - 2b,b$ - b:)2 = 0. 
Since the cubic factor is irreducible (indeed, a norm from the maximal real 
subfield of Q(c)) the only possibilities are b4 = 0 or b, = b,. This in turn 
leads to 
(i) 6, =O, b, =O, b3 = 1; b, = 1, 6, = 1; 
(ii) b, = 0, 6, = 6, = - 1; b, = - 1, b, = 0; 
(iii) b, = b, = - 1, b, = 0; 6, = - 1, b, = 0; 
with a = [ + i2 + t3, -I - c3 - [‘, - [ - [” - is, as required. 
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4 
More generally, if qi(IJ) defined in (9) is to be a unit in Z[[], then (see, 
for example, Washington [6, Proposition 1.51) there exists m, E Z such 
that j”‘qi([) is a unit of Z[[ + [-‘I; in particular, such that j”‘jq,([) is real. 
It seems plausible that the only possibilities for the integers (m,} such that 
there do exist hi E Z with jmiqi(c) real, for i = 2, . . . . p - 1 (and q;(c) # 0), are 
given by m, = %((i + 1)/2) for a fixed I. E Z, 0 d i < p - 1. This is trivially 
the case for p = 3, 5, is shown to be the case for p = 7 in the preceding sec- 
tion, and has been verified by hand for p = 11. Certainly with these values 
of {m,>, the (bi) may be shown to exist as follows. 
LEMMA. Suppose [“” ’ + iv2’ q;(c) is real and non-zero, i = 2, . . . . p - 1. If 
(i) I.= 1, then b, =b2 +b,-, = ... =b,,p,,,2 +b,p+l,,2; 
(ii) E-=2, then 6, =b, = ... =b/,..*; 
(iii) A # 1, 2, then 6, = 0, k # 1 - i (suffix taken module p). 
Proof 
P-2 
= .;, b,i”- 
1 )((I + i)/*) Tr((l ~ i)/*) 
T(I  - t,/z 
(22) 
using former notation. 
Put ki = (A- l)((l + i)/2). Then, since [A((1+i)‘2)qi([) = ckJ+(’ +w* qi([) is 
real, it follows that 
r k,+fl+i’/*qi(r)=i~k,~((+l)/*qi(r~l) (23) 
and thus from (22) (using ~~~ = --5,), 
p-2 
c bri 
r((l +i)/2)+k, ‘d(l pi)/*) 
r=l T(l -i)/2 
p-2 
= 1 b,[-‘((1 +i)/2-k, tr((lpi)/21. 
r=I T(l - i)/2 
(24) 
Multiplying throughout by TV, _ iM2 : 
P-2 
Cb rTr((l -i)/2)5r((1 +i)/2)+k, - -0 
r=l 
641/?8;3-5 
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and then using the third relation in (14) 
p -1 
c brlor+k, -grr+k,)=O. (25 1 
r= I 
Introduce the integers b, = h,-, = 0; so that (25) is equivalent to 
p ~ 1 
C br(cr+n, -gri+k,)=O. 
r=O 
(26) 
Denoting by i* the inverse of i modulo p, then (26) can be rewritten 
where the suffices of the hi are taken to be the least positive residues 
modulo p. Then (27) in turn can be written 
I )j2 
2(/Q -hPi*x,)+(p~ ur(b,mk, +bp,p,, -b,.r, ok,, -b;+-k,,)=O. 
r= I 
(28) 
From the known dependence relation between the or, it follows that 
-bi*,-r-k,,, P-l r = 1, 2, . . . . - 
2 . (29) 
Adding the (p - I )/2 equations at (29), 
(p- l)[b~,,-b~iek,] =“c’b,p,, -“cl bi*,rek,, 
r=l r=l 
= -(b-k, -h-,vJ, 
so that 
(30) 
and from (29), 
b r-k, +6-r-,+, =bi*(r-k,j +bi*c-r-d 
P-l 
r = 1, 2, . . . . -. 
2 (31) 
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Consider the case A = 1. Then k, = 0, for each i = 2. . . . . p - 1. The equations 
(31) become 
h, +b-, = bi*, + b-i+,, 
P-l r = 1 , 2, . . . . -, 
2 
(32) 
and so 6, + b-, = bi. + b. i* = b+ + b it~ = . . , and taking i to be a 
primitive root modulo p, 
b, =hz +b,p* = ... =h,,_,,,, +b (p+ 1 ii2. (33) 
This verifies part (i) of the lemma. 
Consider second the case II # 1. Then k, = ,u( ( 1 + i)/2), p = 1. - 1, 
i=2 , ..., p- 1. From (30) 
bp p((I +zw) = b -j1((1 +i*YZ) (34) 
and taking r=p((l +i)/2) in (31) 
b -p(l +t) = b jc(1 + i'). (35) 
Put i= -((r+2)/r) (r#O, -2) in (34) to give 
b ii~* ==b-p,(,+z,t; (36) 
Put i= -((r+ l)/(r+2)) (r# -1, -2) in (35) to give 
b ++2j*=b,,~r+w 
Then (36), (37) imply 
bj,r* = b,,, + I )* (r#O, -1, -2) 
(37) 
whence 
b, = bP2’ = b,,, = ... = b,+,,., 
i.e.. 
b, =bzP =bju = ... =b,p-Z,Lc. (38) 
Now A=2 gives p= 1 and 6, =b, = ... =b,_*. If Afl, 2 then p#O, 1 
and one of the terms at (38) is b,- 1, which is zero; thus, b, =0 for 
j# 1 - A. This verifies parts (ii), (iii) of the lemma. 
We can formulate a much stronger conjecture than on the integers (m,} 
above. 
CONJECTURE. if u E Z[lJ is of index 1, then up to equivalence a = [, 
5+5’+ . . . +((P-‘)/2, or one of the conjugates of these elements. 
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